Cholesterol blocks the disordering effects of ethanol in biomembranes.
To assess the relation between the physical order of a membrane and its sensitivity to ethanol, we enriched biomembranes with cholesterol, both in vivo and in vitro. Japanese quail of the SEA line (selectively bred for susceptibility to experimental atherosclerosis) were treated for 9 to 16 weeks with a diet that contained 2% cholesterol. This regimen increased the cholesterol content of serum and erythrocytes. The cholesterol content of brain synaptosomal plasma membranes (SPM) was unaffected by the high cholesterol diet. In other experiments, isolated mouse synaptosomal plasma membranes were incubated with cholesterol/phospholipid (C/P) vesicles; different amounts of cholesterol were transferred according to the sterol content of the donor vesicles. Membrane order was determined in both types of membranes by a sensitive electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) technique. The order parameter with 5- and 12-doxylstearic acid increased along with the cholesterol content. As expected, ethanol disordered membranes (decreased the order parameter) in a concentration-related manner. The slope of the concentration response curve was less steep in high cholesterol than low cholesterol membranes, indicating that cholesterol enrichment partially blocks the membrane action of ethanol in both types of membranes.